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Student Affa irs : Student Life
The Department of Student Life directly supports the campus mission
and goal to "create a campus life that challenges, supports and
encourages student involvement in activities and programs that will
enrich and enhance students' university experience and empower
them for lifelong success". In line with campus values, the programs
of the Department of Student Life provide an avenue for students to
experience "an education rich in ... practical experiences that enable
[them] to pursue careers and professions with competence and
confidence".
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The mission of the Department of Student Life is as follows: As a
compliment to both the University and Student Affairs m issions, the
Department of Student Life is committed to facilitating experiences
and providing services to USF students for the enhancement and
en richment of their own development. We are dedicated to assisting
students to maximize their " total" college experience. We accomplish
thi s by working with and providing support for students as they
participate in co-curricular activities, organizations, leadership
opportunities, and other related endea vors.
USF St. Petersburg is committed to the concept of total student
development: intellectual, social, physical, emotional and moral. As
stated in the USF St. Petersburg Undergraduate Catalog (USF SP #3L
the curricular, co-curricular, and extra-curricular programs of the
University are designed to achieve this end.
The Student Life Department at USF St. Petersburg offers an
assortment of educational, recreational and cultural programs for the
campus community. It coordinates the facilities, services and
programs designed to meet the campus' out-of-classroom needs.
The facilities, programs and services administered by the Department
of Student Life include:
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Campus Activities Center
Student Organizations
Fitness Center
Intramurals
Leadership Programs
Student Government
Waterfront Programs
Xtra Ed. (non-credit classes)
Sailing Prog ram
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New Student Orientation
Student Publications
Facility Reservation Services
Campus Events Calendar

Campus Activities Cente r :
The Campus Activities Center (CAC) is a campus resource offering
opportunities to the USFSP campus community to participate in fitness
and recreational activities. Physical fitness is an integral part of a
balanced and healthy lifestyle. Providing students, faculty and staff
adequate facilities and opportunities to balance their academic and
work schedules with fitness is one of our highest priorities.
The CAC provides meeting spaces for the campus and community.
Space needs may include rooms for classes, lectures, meetings,
seminars, workshops with multiple simultaneous activities, and/or
banquets, large and small. The basketball court, or "core", combined
with an attached conference room, satisfies most of these large space
needs. In this way, the CAC supports the educational mission of the
university both internally and externally.
Student Life programs are administered from the Campus Activities
Center (CAC) since a student center/union has not yet been built on
campus. The CAC is a 28,000 sq.ft. building that is open 83 hours
per week. It houses the administrative offices of the Department of
Student Life, Student Government and the Craw's Nest (the student
newspaper) offices, work space and computer equipment for 19
student organizations, Harborside Activities (student activities board),
Orientation, a conference room, the Fitness Center, a
basketball/Volleyball court, space for large events with a variety of set
ups, a campus information desk, and a full kitchen.
The information desk in the CAC is staffed by student workers during
all operating hours. In addition to providing information on campus
events and locations, information desk personnel provide additional
services including athletic equipment check out, postage stamp sales,
ticket sign-up and distributions, student organization meeting
refreshment service, posting approval, computer access, typewriter
use, and vending machine refunds. Copy center services are also
available through the information desk. Students and student
organizations may drop off projects for copying, faxing, folding,
laminating, mailer stuffing, and producing overheads.

Student Organizations :
Student organizations of all types are present at USF St. Petersburg.
New groups are added every semester based on student interest.
Students who have an interest that is not represented can create a
new club by working with Student Life staff. As of Fall 2003,
nineteen student organizations were recognized with either full or
provisional status. Constitutions, By-laws and officer rosters for
recognized student organizations are maintained in the office of the
Director of Student Life . The Director also develops and maintains the
Student Organization Manual that contains all policies and procedures
relevant to student organizations.
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The number of student organizations has increased by seven (58%)
since 2001-2002. The nineteen current student organizations
(http://www .stpt. usf.edu/studentlife/cluborg/index.html ) include :
Anthropology Club
Association of Black Students
Bayboro Sail Club
Campus Crusade for Christ
Campus Women's Collective
Criminology Student Association
Dive Club
French Club
Friendship Association of Chinese Students and Scholars
Law Society
Lux Mundi (Catholic student organization)
Management Information Systems Society
Marine Science Advisory Committee
Psychological Science Club
Society for Professional Journalism
Spanish Club
Student Business Organization
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Student Education Association
High quality support for student organizations is one of the goals of
the staff of the Department of Student Life . As part of the Student
Life Assessment Reports for 2002-2003, a " Student Organization
Officer Perception Survey" (both documents can be found in
Attachment LL) was distributed to all student organization officers
during Fall 2002 and Spring 2003 in order to assess student
perception of the degree to which the Student Life staff were seen as
responsive and accessible. For Fall 2002, between 86% and 88% of
respondents indicated that they "agree" or "strongly agree" that the
CAC Information Desk Assistants provide quality service and
assistance; that Student Activities Office provides quality
communication to student organizations; that the Student Activities
staff is responsive to student organization concerns ; and that the
Director of Student Life was accessible and helpful. For Spring 2003
the percentage of respondents agreeing to these statements ranged
from 91% to 100%.
The department also set a goal of providing services that meet the
needs of student organizations. In the Fall of 2002 between 67%
and 86% of respondents said they "agree" or "strongly agree" that
the CAC Copy Center provides quality service; that the facility
reservation services process works well; that the CAC refreshment
service is adequate; and that the purchasing process meets the needs
of their organization. In the Spring semester, the percentage of
respondents agreeing to these statements increased to the range
from 73% to 100%.
Because the service that received the lowest rating was the facility
reservation process, the department upgraded their reservation
system with a web-based software program during the Summer of
2003 in order to improve service in this area.
Fitness Center :
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The mission of the Campus Fitness Center is t o enhance the
educational experience by prom oting the pursuit of high quality
physical/ social and personal well-being through comprehensive
fitness and wei/ness programs. The Fitness Center offers students/
faculty/ sta~ and other members of the USF St. Petersburg
community/ opportunities for physical development and m aintenance
and physical fitn ess assessm ents. Fitness and wei/ness pr ograms are
designed t o meet the diverse needs of the population and to promote
good health and self esteem .
The facility is located at the east end of the CAC. It is an air
conditioned facility with large windows and mirrors. There is a large
exercise area, a separate room with special flooring for unique
purpose activities like martial arts and aerobics, a racquetball court,
locker rooms, showers and bathrooms for men and women, an office,
and a fitness assessment room/library.
The Center focuses on exercise and stress reduction as well as
development of cardiovascular conditioning , strength, and endurance.
A full inventory of equipment and utilization statistics are included in
the 2002-03 Student Life Annual Report (Attachment LL) .
Xtra Ed courses include aerobics, water aerobics, martial arts,
ballroom dancing, and racquetball. Instruction is offered to students
for a nominal or reduced fee .
Fitness assessments are conducted by a health educator from the
Counseling and Career Center. Assessments involve testing and
evaluating participants' current physical fitness levels. Body
composition, body mass index, and key body measurements establish
participants' baseline condition. This information helps set individual
fitness goals. Later evaluations provide feedback and, hopefully,
progress.
The USF Fitness Center is available to all members of the USF
community with a valid USF ID. Students and staff may sponsor a
guest membership for a nominal fee .The Center is a popular service
on campus. In 2002-2003, patrons used the facility for 22,709
exercise sessions, a 29% increase in utilization over 2001-2002.
I ntramurals :
Equipment for basketball, volleyball, soccer, pool, foosball, darts,
ping- pong, and flag football are available. The campus sponsors two
softball teams that participate in the city league. Increases in
enrollment and adding freshman and sophomore classes have
increased the interest in organized sports. Intramurals have been
written into the job description of a professional staff to get the
program running for the first yea r. A half-time Intramurals position
has been included in the strategic plan that will be increased to a full
time position the following year. Budget lines for equipme nt have
been increased and lines for student staff and programming have
been added.
No intramural sports prog ram ex isted until the Fall of 2002. The
Student Life Assessment Report 2002- 2003 (Attachment LL) included
the objective of offering an intramural sports program utilized by
students. Staff responsibilities were revised and the department set
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a goal of offering at least one tournament per month during the fall
and spring semesters. A second criteria for success was to diversify
tournaments in at least four different sports/recreational activities.
Sports included racquetball, 3 on 3 basketball, water volleyball, table
tennis, volleyball and pocket billiards.
Assessment results showed that although 5 tournaments were offered
in the fall, not all the tournaments were held due to lack of
participation. As a result, staff focused on information gathering
during the spring to be better informed for planning during the Fall
2003 semester. Staff intend to plan a complete calendar for Fall
2003 . The highest number of participants in 2002-2003 were in the
basketball and table tennis tournaments during the Spring of 2003.
Therefore, Fall 2003 offerings will begin with these activities. Based
upon information gathered from students, staff determined to
emphasize recreational play when advertising intramural programs to
encourage students to participate and so reduce the intimidation
some students report in conjunction with tournaments.
Leadership programs:
A variety of leadership opportunities are available to students th rough
involvement with student organizations and on campus employment.
Formal leadership development programs are offered through
academic courses, conferences, retreats, and workshops.
The Department of Student Life organizes intensive two day
leadership conferences each semester. These conferences are open
to members of all campus organizations are held at the university's
retreat facility north of Tampa. In addition, on campus t raining is
provided to student organizations as follows:

• Student Organization Workshops for basics, policies and
procedures;
• Student Organization Advisor's Workshop for basics, policies and
procedures;
• Student Government Training for hows and whys and team
building; and a
• Harborside Activities Board Training Retreat for planning,
programming and event selection.

Training materials and manuals and/or policy and procedure manuals
are compiled, updated and produced for each training
The campus also offers an academic minor in Leadership Studies
( http ://www .stpt. usf . edu/ studentlife/leadership/academ ics. html ) that
was initiated on USF St.Petersburg by Student Affairs and is currently
administered through the College of Education .
Student Government:
Student Government (SG) at the University of South Florida St.
Petersburg (USFSP) was created in order to promote a better
understanding and appreciation for the ideals of democracy,
citizenship and freedom. The objectives of Student Government are to
represent the entire student body as a responsible unit of democratic
self-government, to further the rights and obligations of all students
~
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and initiate stimulating and rewarding activities for the betterment of
the campus, including equitable allocation of resources.
The statement of Campus values included in the 2003 revision of the
USFSP mission indicates that the Campus values "shared governance
and shared responsibility in the operation of the university and the
allocation of its resources". In addition, the USF St. Petersburg
Campus Constitution (USF SP #7) defines the student's role and
participation in the institutional decision-making. Students were
members of the three primary 2002-2003 campus planning task
forces, Planning, Enrollment Management, and Faculty Roles and
Rewards. Representatives of Student Government serve on the Vice
President/s Leadership Committee. In addition, students serve on the
Capital Improvements Trust Fund (CITF) Committee, the Parking
Appeals Committee; and Student Affairs search committees. In
addition, students serve on all ad hoc committees that evaluate and
recommend increases in student fees.
Student Government provides students with opportunities to
participate in institutional decision-making. The SG constitution
provides for representation from each academic college or school
based on student enrollment. The SG assembly is charged with
furthering the rights and obligations of all students by establishing
means through which the student body can actively participate in the
formation of policies that affect them. The standing committee on
budgets is charged with approving and allocating the Activity and
Service Fee budget. In addition to the formal policies provided by
the Constitution, the SG president and officers have access to the Vice
President and Associate Vice President of Student Affairs to advise,
consult and generally discuss issues of concern. The Director of
Student Life advises SG. Traditionally the administration has sought
to provide SG with a high degree of autonomy within a policy
framework that allows for quick and decisive resolution in cases of
conflict.
Student Government provides USFSP students with opportunities to
participate in institutional decision-making and develop leadership and
administrative skills through participation in Student Government
offices and committees. These opportunities provide valuable service
to the university community in addition to furnishing opportunities for
student development. These activities are regulated by the policies
stated in the SG constitution and are closely monitored by the
Director of Student Life.
SG conducts surveys, town meetings, and provides forums for
comment from the general student body as needed on an ongoing
basis. Generally these efforts are driven by specific issues, but at
times are part of general information and opinion gathering efforts.
USFSP is undergoing significant changes in growth and structure and
SG will be a major participant in these changes. With the
establishment of an autonomous governance system for the campus,
SG added to its role the responsibility for recommending students for
appointment to university-wide councils, committees and boards.
Such opportunities not only contribute valuable student insight for
campus governance, but also provide a broader and more diverse
range of experiences in which students can engage.
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Waterfront :
The Waterfront Office is a campus resource that offers students,
faculty, staff and other members of the USF St. Petersburg
community, opportunities to participate in recreational water sports.
Water sports promote fitness, an integral part of a healthy lifestyle.
Enjoying outdoor recreation helps students acquire an appreciation for
their environment and an understanding of the need to conserve it for
future generations.
The Waterfront allows people the opportunity to try new activities
they might not try otherwise and learn to sail in a safe and
responsible manner. Sailing, the primary activity the Waterfront Office
supports, is a life long character building sport and the experience
students gain from the Waterfront programs will be valuable to them
long after they leave the University.
Promoting wellness, giving students the opportunity for personal
growth by trying new things, learning a sport, and appreciating the
environment are all pursuits that complement the academic programs
and complete the University experience.
Specific services provided to students and members of the campus
community include:
• Making sailboats available for recreation checkout.
• Providing support for the Intercollegiate Sailing Teams.
• Providing checkout of recreational equipment to students and
members of the campus community.
• Operating and maintaining the campus swimming pool.
• Organizing activities at the pool.
• Providing instruction in sailing and boating safety.
• Providing sailing membership opportunities to alumni and
community members.
• Providing other Xtra Ed courses such as swimming and scuba
lessons.
• Working with the USF Foundation and Student Affairs to manage
the campus boat donation program.
In 2003-2003, the Waterfront Office offered six basic sailing courses,
four intermediate sailing courses, a scuba course, and two swimming
courses. In all, 35 students participated in the sailing courses. The
department exceeded its goal of increasing the number of individuals
who were qualified to check out sailboats independently (the skipper's
list), increasing the number of students on the list from 19 to 50.
Student Life Assessment Report 2002- 2003 (Attachment LL).
Xtra Ed :
Xtra Ed courses are non-credit courses offered in a variety of areas
including dance, fitness, health & safety, lifeguard training, martial
arts, sailing, etc. The program is designed to offer the campus
community an opportunity for courses that develop special interests
and expand experience.
Brochures detailing the current non-credit offerings are available at
the start of each semester and may be obtained from a variety of
locations on campus. In 2002-2003 Xtra Ed course were offered in
aerobics, water aerobics, racquetball, adult CPR, infant/child CPR, pet
first aid, Sherin Ryu, Taekwondo, Shoto Khn, beginning tennis, and
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intermediate tennis.
Intercollegiate Sailing:

USF St. Petersburg has two intercollegiate sailing teams, a coed team
and a women's team. Both are members of the South Atlantic
Intercollegiate Sailing Association (SAlSA). Women's Sailing is a fully
funded varsity sport at USF. The Women's team is an NCAA sport,
funded and administered by the Athletic Department on the Tampa
campus through athletic fees. The Women's team coach, although
housed at USFSP, is hired by the Athletic Department in Tampa .
Varsity women sailors have the opportunity to letter in sailing and are
given athletic tutoring, advising, early registration, and can sail in
both coed and women's regattas. The Coed team is administered by
USF St. Petersburg and is funded by USFSP Activity and Services fees .
The Coed team coach is hired by USFSP. USFSP also supports both
teams by providing a waterfront facility, personnel to provide boat
and equipment maintenance, and by providing funds for new boat and
equipment purchases.
In 2001-2002, the Athletic Department collected $244,282 in athletic
fees (a $2.00 per credit hour fee and a $5.00 flat fee) from students
at USF St. Petersburg and provided the Women's team with a budget
of $78,000 (coach salary and operating expenses). They also
supported travel to national regattas for the Women's sailing team. As
stipulated in the Memorandum of Agreement (Attachment U), the
Athletic Department also returned $30,645 (half of the collected flat
fees) to USF St. Petersburg for boat and equipment purchases. The
Department of Student Life contributed $68,000 from Activities and
Services fees for the Coed team coach, operating expenses, and boat
and equipment purchases. In addition, USF St. Petersburg provided
support in the form of the facility and support personnel who maintain
the waterfront and equipment.
In October of 2003, in response to a request by the USF Athletic
Director, a USFSP fee committee recommended that the Campus
Board raise the per credit hour athletic fee from $2.00 to $2.25.
They also requested that a portion of the per credit hour fees be
returned to USFSP to help offset the cost of the Coed team. The
Campus Board approved the first recommendation and took the
second into consideration.
Both teams travel extensively to the northeast and Mid-Atlantic
regions to compete at intersectional regattas. In the Fall of 2002, USF
traveled to Dartmouth , Yale, Tufts, Coast Guard, Connecticut
College , and Navy • The Women's sailing team was ranked in the top
15 in the nation by Sailing World Magazine for much of 2002-2003,
and ended the fall season with a national ranking of 7th . The Coed
team was ranked 16 th in North America in a poll conducted in
October of 2003 after impressive finishes at Tufts and Boston
University.
New Student Orientation:
The intent of New Student Orientation is to facilitate the transition of
new students into USF St. Petersburg, to prepare students for
educational opportunities within USF, and to initiate the integration of
students into the intellectual, cultural and social climate of USF St.
Petersburg. All students new to USF or returning to USF after an
'"·- - .J -~ + A -IToi•·e1~tmlentLife.htm
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absence of two years or more must attend a New Student Orientation
session.
Orientation sessions are offered at times that coincide with the
matriculation and academic advisement of new students. Day and
evening sessions are offered for transfer students to accommodate
students with work and other commitments. A parent program is
offered in conjunction with freshmen sessions and these are offered
on Saturdays for the convenience of working parents.
During 2002-2003, 954 new FTIC and transfer students attended
Orientation, representing 71% of all new students. In the Student
Life Assessment Report 2002-2003 (Attachment LL) 1 the department
set a goal to increase the percentage of new transfer students who
attend the program. By working with the Academic Advising Center,
they showed a 10% increase in transfer student attendance in the
Spring of 2003 compared to Spring 2002, and a 13% increase for
transfer students from Summer 2002 to Summer 2003. The overall
proportion of transfer students who attend Orientation is still less that
75%, however, and the Campus Life department is working with the
new Dean of Enrollment Services to increase this percentage.

.(

Student Publications:
The role of student publications is based on recognition of the critical
importance of freedom of speech in an open society and the merits of
combining a liberal arts foundation with technical experiential
education. Through publication of the student newspaper, the Crew's
Nest , the campus community is provided with information,
entertainment and a forum for dialogue. At this time, the CrOW 1S Nest
is the only student publication on campus. The USF St. Petersburg
Student Publications Polic'i_defines the membership of the Student
Publication Board and the job description of the editor of the Crow,s
Nest.
It is the responsibility of the institution to support the Crew's Nest 's
efforts to both educate students and inform its various constituents.
Through the Division of Student Affairs and the department of Mass
Communications, the University provides financial resources through
Activities and Services fees, as well as technical and moral support for
the paper,s first amendment rights.

The Crow,s Nest is going from a biweekly to a weekly publication
schedule in the Spring 2004 semester to better report on campus
issues in a timely fashion and so increase readership .
Facility Reservation Services :
Effective January of 2003, a new USF St. Petersburg Space Use Policy
was mandated. As part of the policy change, the facilitation of all
campus space reservations and facility usage was designated the
responsibility of the designated Campus Space Use Coordinator and
these responsibilities were assigned to the Student Activities
Coordinator. Facility Reservations Services was designed to
coordinate all campus space and related services such as the Police
Department, Housekeeping, Audio/Visual Services, and Parking.
The facilities for which the Coordinator is responsible include the CAC
and other physical locations on campus that support student
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activities. These locations include the lawn by the harbor, the
swimming pool, the boat docks, student lobby in Davis Hall, the
Bayboro Cafe dining room, and the recreation field. In the fall of
2003, additional student space was acquired on campus as two
centrally located temporary buildings were allocated for student use.
A Student Government annex office, a student television lounge, and
a game room will be located in these buildings.
Specific services to the campus and community provided by
Reservation Services include:
• Scheduling CAC space
• Scheduling of Harborside (lawn), Bayboro Cafe, Davis Lobby, Davis
130
• Coordinate scheduling of FCT 118 and various classrooms
• Arrange and coordinate USF Police Department services for events
• Arrange and coordinate Housekeeping services for events
• Arrange and coordinate A/V services for events
• Arrange and coordinate set-up and take -down services for events
• Arrange and coordinate additional staff services, when needed
• Inform and coordinate parking services for events
• Coordinate invoicing for services
• Pre-event organizational meetings
In 2002-2003, campus venues were used 1517 times for 1489 events.
Of these, 61% used at least one space in the CAC. Use of the
facility by non-university affiliated groups generated approximately
$14,000 in fees during 2002-2003.
Campus Event Calendar:
The Department of Student Life initiated a campus calendar for
informational purposes in 1999. In 2002-2003, the campus
webmaster established a campus calendar on the campus web site.
( http://webcal .usf.edu/cgi-bin/webevent.cgi?
cmd=opencal&cal=cal31 ) to facilitate communication about upcoming
events among the campus constituencies. Student Life continues to
post items to this calendar.
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GENERAL MEETING GUIDELINES
FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

A meeting agenda might include the following items:
Call to order
Reading/Approval of minutes for last meeting
Committee repm1s
Guest repm1(s)
Unfinished business
New business
Adjoumment (and announcement of next meeting time and place)

To conduct an orderly meeting:
Prepare and distribute an agenda
Stick to the agenda
Start and end on time
Discussions - introduce item and purpose, define issues, clarify differences,
provide a positive atmosphere for discussion
Recognize members for their good work

Your group's first meeting should include:
Introductions
Icebreaker/group activity to get everyone comfm1able
General information about your group - the big picture of the club and its organization,
Information about how the club fits into the SG structure and the club's role on campus
Expectations of members
Past accomplishments/future plans
Goals/objectives of the group

USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (9/02)
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USF St. Petersburg Campus Directory
Academic Advising
Davis Hall134-138
(727) 553-4511

Fitness Center
Campus Activities Center
(727) 553-4589

Academic Computing Center
Bayboro Hall, 2nd Floor
(727) 553-4551

Health and Wellness
Bayboro Hall 119
(727) 553-4423

Admissions and Registration
Bayboro Hall, 1st Floor
(727) 553-4142

Learning Community
Davis Hall
(727) 553-4 727

Bayboro Cafe
Coquina Hall, 1st Floor
(727) 502-1818

Library
Poynter Library
(727) 553-4405

Bookstore
Coquina Hall, 1st Floor
(727) 553-1141

Public Safety and Parking Services
PSD - (727) 553-4140
Parking- (727) 553-4510

Cashier/Business Office
Bayboro Hall, 1st Floor
(727) 553-41 07

Student Activities
Campus Activities Center
(727) 553-4596

College of Arts & Sciences
Davis Hall, 1st Floor
(727) 553-4156

Student Affairs
Bayboro Hall 111
(727) 553-4162

College of Business Administration
Bayboro Station, 3rd Floor
(727) 553-4154

Student Disability Services
Bayboro Hall 111
(727) 553-4162

College of Education
Coquina Hall, 2nd Floor
(727) 553-4155

Student Government
Campus Activities Center
(727) 553-4144 or 414 7

College of Marine Science
MSL 11 9
(727) 553-1130

Student Identification Cards
Poynter Library, 2nd Floor
(727) 553-3409

College of Nursing
ONE Room 200
(727) 553-3130

Veterans' Affairs
Bayboro Hall, 1st Floor
(727) 553-4128

Counseling and Career Center
Bayboro Hall 117 & 119
(727) 553-4129

Volunteer Services
Bayboro Hall 11 0
(727) 553-1162

Financial Aid
Bayboro Hall, 1st Floor
(727) 553-4128

Waterfront
Coquina Hall 108
(727) 553-4597

USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (9/02)
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Office of Student Affairs
Dr. Charles Brown, Assoc. Vice President of Student Affairs

BAY 111

ext. 3-

BAY111

ext. 3-

4162
•
•

Provides administrative leadership for the Division
Serves as the chief student affairs officer

Cedric Howard, Director of Student Services

4162
•
•
•
•

Facilitates student advocacy
Adjudicates student discipline
Administers food service contract(s)
Coordinates housing initiative

Barry McDowell, Coordinator of Disability Services & Volunteer Services
BAY 111

ext. 3-

4162
•
•
•
•

Coordinates services for students with disabilities
Liaison to Disabled Student Services on the Tampa campus and at SPC
Coordinates volunteer opportunities for students with area non-profit organizations
Assists with student placements in service teaming opportunities

Joneen Maczis, Coordinator of Administrative Services

BAY 111

ext. 3-

4162
•
•
•
•
•

Manages Office of Student Affairs administration
Manages budgets, payroll, and persom1el appointments for Division
Supervises professional and student support staff
Provides support to the Director
Coordinates Commencement

Letta Ramsey- Program Assistant

BAY 111

ext. 3-

4162
•
•
•

Provides support for Coordinator of Services for Students with Disabilities
Coordinates assigmnents for note takers, proctors and other assistants
Coordinates classroom access needs with Physical Plant

Dr. Diane McKinstry, Counseling Psychologist
ext. 3-3632
•

POY 3"d

Coordinates Student Affairs assessment efforts
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Counseling & Career Center
Dr. Katherine McKay, Director of Student Development

BAY 119

ext. 3-

4129
•
•

Directs the Counseling & Career Center, Health & Wellness Services, and Victim's
Advocacy
Provides psychotherapy, counseling, and workshops for students

Dr. Perry Kaly, Counseling Psychologist
ext. 3-4129
•

BAY 119

Provides psychotherapy, counseling, and workshops for students

Tara Mohrfeld, Coordinator of Career Services

BAY 117

ext. 3-

4129
•
•
•
•

Directs all career development and placement services
Supervises the staff of the Resource Library
Facilitates and coordinates Career Resource Center programs on campus
Provides counseling and workshops

Sandy Blood, Senior Health Educator

BAY 117

ext. 3-

BAY 117

ext. 3-

4114
•
•
•
•

Provides health and wellness initiatives and programs
Coordinates immunization clinics
Coordinates wellness services with the Fitness Center
Conducts fitness assessments

TBA, Program Assistant

4129
•
•
•
•

Manages Counseling & Career Center Resource Library and student staff
Monitors budgets for CCC and Health & Wellness
Maintains administrative, statistical and counseling records
Provides administrative support for the CCC and Health & Wellness staff

Collen Gray, Senior Secretary

BAY 119

ext. 3-

4129
•

Provides administrative support for the CCC and Health & Wellness staff

USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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Student Life
Nancy Coscia, Director of Student Life
4180

CAC 138

ext. 3-

• Directs the Student Life Department
•
•
•

.,•
'

•
•

Manages budget for A&S and CAC accounts
Coordinates New Student Orientation
Supervises club registration process and advises student organizations on
programming, facility usage, and contract negotiations
Coordinates Xtra Ed. Program and student leadership retreat
Advises Student Govermnent and serves as staff liaison to student publications

Don McCarty, Coordinator of Student Activities

CAC 130A

ext. 3-

4598
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advises Harborside Activities Board on programming, contract negotiations, etc.
Manages daily operation of the CAC (staffing, budget, maintenance, and policies)
Supervises CAC Student Staff
Coordinates campus facility reservations
Coordinates operations for campus events
Provides assistance to Assistant Director for leadership and program development

Suzanne Struthers, Office Manager

CAC 130B

ext. 3-

4569
•
•
•
•

Monitors spending, billing, approvals for student organizations/provides monthly
balance sheets
Procures blanket purchase orders, and monitors payments for A&S accounts
Monitors and verifies income from Student Life
Certifies student persotmel for Student Life

Jim Stull, Fitness Center/Intramurals

CAC 114

ext. 3-

4589
•
•
•

Manages daily operation of Fitness Center including staffing, budget, maintenance
and policies
Coordinates Fitness Center programs with wellness programming
Coordinates Intramural program

Michael Kirschner, Coordinator of Waterfront

COQ 108

ext. 3-

4597
•
•

Manages daily operation of Waterfront including staffing, budget, and policies
Supervises swimming pool

Teresa Przetocki, Office Assistant

COQ 108

ext. 3-

4597
•

Provides reception and administrative suppot1 for the Waterfront Office

Tim Cook, Dockmaster

COQ 108

ext. 3-

4597
•

Provides maintenance supervision ofwatercraft
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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•

Coordinates sailing instruction and assists Coordinator with programming

Stephanie Doyle, Women's Sailing Team Coach

COQ 108

ext. 3-

COQ 108

ext. 3-

4597
• Serves as coach for the competitive women's sailing team

Kyle Shattuck, Coed Sailing Team Coach
4597
• Serves as coach for the competitive coed sailing team

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER

II

Mission Statement
The Campus Activities Center exists to provide an opportunity for out-of-classroom
learning. Based on the philosophy that leaming is not confined to the classroom, but
instead is constant and ongoing, the mission of the Campus Activities Center is to
facilitate the educational process by providing opp01tunities for students, faculty, and
staffto interact in a variety of informal settings. Staff members strive to promote student
growth and development through student involvement in diverse co-cmTicular cultural,
social, educational, and recreational activities.
Campus Activities programs must complement the academic program of studies and
enhance the overall educational experience of students through development of, exposure
to, and participation in social, cultural, recreational, and govemance programs.
Campus Activities programs provide an environment in which students and student
organizations are:
• encouraged and aided in the development of social, cultural, intellectual,
recreational, and govemance programs that expand involvement with the campus
community and society.
• encouraged to explore self-directed activities that provide opportunities for selfrealization and growth in individual and group settings.
• exposed to various cultures, ideas, values, issues, art, musical fonns, and styles of
life.
• infonned about institutional policies and procedures and how these are related to
their lives and activities.
• aided in the awareness and utilization of campus facilities and other resources .
• assisted in the development of institutional spirit through creative interaction
among students, staff, faculty, and members of the local community; and
• assisted in the development of leadership through opportunities to practice
leadership, decision-making, and other related skills.
7/95 G. Correa

CAC Hours of Operation
Monday-Thursday

7:00AM- 10:00 PM
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Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7:00AM-6:00PM
9:00AM-5:00PM
1:00PM-5:00PM

Hours are subject to change and vcuy during semester breaks and holidays.

CA C Copy Center

553-4596

The Copy Center provides a variety of services to campus organizations and departments
as well as individuals. Services include:
• Copying
• Faxing
• Laminating
Payment options for services include:
• Services for student organizations will be billed to club accounts using funds
allocated from Student Government.
• Services for departments will be billed to departmental accounts.
• Charges for personal use services must be paid at time of pick up.

CAC Information Desk

553-4596

The Infonnation Desk serves as the centralized location for general campus information.
These are some of the services provided by the Information Desk.
• Approval for posting items on campus
• CAC Pass sales
• Campus vending machine refunds
• Information distribution
• New Student Orientation Program reservations
• Postage stamp sales
The Information Desk maintains a small "Lost and Found" for articles usually lost within
the building. Items of value are immediately turned in to Campus Police. If you have lost
something within the CAC or elsewhere on campus, check the Information Desk first and
then with Campus Police and the Library.

CAC Services
Other services and items available from the Campus Activities Center include:
• Balloons
• Beverages
• Check-out of coffee makers, coolers, serving trays, etc.
• Paper Products
Payment options for services include:
• Services for student organizations will be billed to club accounts using funds
allocated from Student Government.
• Services for departments will be billed to departmental accounts.
• These items are not available for personal use.
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER POLICIES
1.

Equipment and furnishings assigned to the Campus Activities Center are available
for use. Items to be used must be checked out at the Information Desk.

2.

Any damage to the building or to the equipment will be charged to the individual
or group responsible. Improper use of furniture and fumishings will not be
tolerated. Acts of misconduct or destruction will be brought to the Director of
Student Affairs for action.

3.

No classes or accredited courses of any type shall be scheduled in the Campus
Activities Center during the academic year unless approved by the Student
Activities Coordinator.

4.

Bicycles, skateboards, and rollerblades are not to be used in the Campus
Activities Center at anytime.

5.

Gambling: In compliance with Florida State Law and for the protection of the
student body and the university, gambling is forbidden at all times on campus.

6.

Animals of any kind, with the exception of seeing-eye dogs, are not permitted in
the Campus Activities Center at any time.

7.

Fire: all fires should be repo11ed immediately either by activating the nearest fire
alarm, notifying the Coordinator, or contacting Campus Police. All occupants of
the building are expected to evacuate the building immediately.

8.

Weapons, anm1llnition, explosives, and fireworks of any kind are not permitted on
University propet1y.

9.

Only authorized personnel are permitted to remain in the Campus Activities
Center after the official closing time or on holidays. Student Government Officers
and Crow's Nest staff are permitted to occupy the building after closing. For
safety reasons, they must notify Campus Police when entering and exiting the
building, request Campus Police to escort you out of the building, and check that
doors are locked behind you.

10.

Sponsoring organizations shall conduct orderly meetings that will not incite others
to behave disorderly. Meetings are not to be abusive to other groups or individuals
by reason of race, creed, color, gender, or sexual orientation.

11.

No university facility, building, or grounds shall be used for unlawful purposes.

12.

A request for use of facilities, once granted, is not transferable to another
organization.

13.

Usage of the Campus Activities Center is regulated by the Campus Space Use
Policy.

14.

The University has contracted caterers. Organizations or individuals who plan to
serve food
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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and beverages at their events must follow the catering policy. For further
infonnation about
our catering policy please contact the Student Activities Coordinator (553-4598).

CAMPUS WIDE
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The Crow's Nest
The Crow's Nest is an independent student newspaper
whose members generate all its income. The newspaper is
distributed throughout the fall and spring semesters.
The Crow's Nest Office is located in the Campus
Activities Center, CAC 128B.

Harborside Activities Board
The Harborside Activities Board is a major programming organization at
USF St. Petersburg. It provides educational, cultural, recreational and social
programs and events for the campus community. It is comprised of eight
committees, each run by student volunteers. The comnlittees are:
•Comedy
• Contempormy Issues
• Films • Music
•Publicity •Special Events
•Technical

All members work hard to present a wide variety of activities for the campus
including movies, dances, comedians, cultural celebrations, and annual
theme weeks and special events such as the Welcome Back Splash at the
pool and Fall Fest a day of fanlily fun for all.

University ofSouth Florida St. Petersburg Policies on the
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REGISTRATION AND CONDUCT OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Any student group wishing to organize on campus can do so by following the procedures
and fu lfilling these criteria.

PROVISIONAL STATUS
A.
Students wanting to form a new organization are granted provisional status by
submitting
the following to the Office of Student Activities:

1. A statement of purposes and goals
2. A list of three (3) organizers who are presently emolled students in good
standing at USF St. Petersburg (with addresses and phone numbers).
3. Signature waivers of the Family Educational Rights & Privacy Act also
known as the Buckley Amendment confidentiality rights for purposes of
verification of student status and release of information about the new
organization to the student body.
4. The name, address and signature of a USF faculty or staff person who will
serve as the organization's advisor.

Forms can be obtained from the Office of Student Activities in tlze Campus Activities
Center.
B.

An organization petitioning for provisional status will notified in writing by the
Office of Student Activities of its acceptance. In cases where provisional status is
not granted, the group will be notified of the reasons. In the event of denial, the
organization may appeal the decision to the Associate Vice President of Student
Affairs whose decision shall be final.

C.

Provisional status entitles a group to the following:
1. Use of the organization's name for publicity, which catmot include the name
of the University.
2. Use ofUniversity meeting rooms, maximum one time per week. A currently
enrolled member ofthe organization must submit this request.
3. One fundraising event/day during the provisional status period.
4. Use of a student organization mailbox, if available.
5. Use of the Campus Activities Center equipment and services.

D.

Provisional Status lasts at least 30 days, but no longer than 90 days, excluding
semester breaks.

E.

After the minimum provisional period of 30 days, a request for official
registration may be made by the organization if official registration is desired.

University ofSouth Florida St. Petersburg Policies on the
REGISTRATION AND CONDUCT OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
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OFFICIAL REGISTRATION
A.

A student organization with provisional status which desires official registration
must submit the following to the Office of Student Activities:
1. Official Request: A request to the Student Activities Office for registration of
the proposed organization. This request must state the purpose of the group.
2. Constitution: One (1) copy of the proposed constitution must accompany the
official request.
3. Officers List: A list of three (3) members presently enrolled at USF St.
Petersburg, their offices, their student identification numbers, their addresses
and phone numbers must be submitted to the Office of Student Activities.
4. Advisor: The name, department, and telephone number of the proposed USF
faculty or staff advisor. The function of advisors is to act as the liaison or
communication link with the University administration and other conununity
persons as needed. Advisors do not have the authority or responsibility to
control the activities of the organization.
5. Financial Records: An agreement to supply the Office of Student Activities
with a review of the books and records ofthe organization upon request.

Forms can be obtained from tlze Office of Student Activities, Campus Activities
Center.
B.

Upon receipt of all the above information, the request will be reviewed by the
Office of Student Activities.

C.

The petitioning organization will be notified, within 2 weeks, in writing by the
Office of Student Activities of the acceptance or, cases of denial, the reasons for
denial of registration. In case of denial, the petitioning organization may submit
an appeal to the Associate Vice President of Student Affairs, whose decision will
be final.

D.

Although not an entity or a division of the University, a student organization is
given the opportunity to operate as member ofthe University conmmnity with the
privileges and mutual responsibilities or approval that its status implies.
Registration does not signify endorsement or approval by the University of
specific ideas, programs, or activities of the organization, but provides an
opportunity for these groups to utilize University services and facilities and other
privileges as set out in this rule.

University ofSouth Florida St. Petersburg Policies on the
REGISTRATION AND CONDUCT OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
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CONTINUED REGISTRATION
E.
Once the official registration is attained the student organization must continue to
comply
with the following:

1. Officer Listing: A list of the members presently emolled at USF St.
Petersburg who are serving as officers, their student identification numbers,
their addresses and phone numbers must be submitted to the Office of Student
Activities before the end of the fourth week of each semester. Additionally,
this record should be updated whenever a change occurs.
2. Finances: An agreement to supply the Office of Student Activities with a
review ofthe books and records of the organization upon request.
3. Current Constitution: A current copy of the organization's constitution must
be on file in the Student Activities Office. Any revisions to an organization's
constitution should be submitted immediately with supporting documentation
to confirm appropriate approval of such revisions by the organization's
current membership.
4. Insurance: As student organizations are entities independent from the
University, the University carmot provide insurance protection for student
organizations. Student organizations are encouraged to consider procuring
general liability insurance for all purposes and insurance to protect any
property of the organization.
5. Conduct of Business: All members shall be entitled to attend any scheduled
meeting and records shall be available to all members. All student
organizations are encouraged to post public notices for upcoming meetings.
6. Conformance to law and regulations: Each student organization's
membership, purposes, and activities will conform and comply with the
United States Constitution, the laws ofthe State ofFlorida, policies of the
University of South Florida, and purposes set for1h in the state's constitution.
The organization is independently and solely responsible and accountable for
the conduct and all actions of the organization and its members. Any violation
of law, Board of Trustees policy, or mles and regulation ofthe University will
be considered as violations by the organization and its officers and, in cases
involving deliberate, intentional complicity or assistance in such violation by
other individuals, shall also be considered as violations by those individuals.

University of South Florida St. Petersburg Policies on the
REGISTRATION AND CONDUCT OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
SALES, SOLICITATIONS, FUNDRAISING, COLLECTIONS
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D.

Each student organization may engage in fundraising activities, the proceeds
which may be devoted to the activities and projects of the organization itself in
furtherance of its goals and objectives, subject to the following rules and
regulations:

1. Registered student organizations desiring to engage in fundraising activities
must secure approval at least five (5) working days in advance from the Office
of Student Activities. A Fund raising Application must be completed and
returned to the Office of Student Activities. The Office of Student Activities
will notify the petitioning student organization of the approval and conditions
for the solicitation of funds or denial ofthe fundraising request. If the request
is denied, the reasons for denial will be stated. If the request is approved,
calendar clearance and the conditions for solicitation of funds will be given
with approval.
2. Fundraising activities that require the use of University space or facilities
(which must be reserved in advance) may be limited by space availability.
3. Fundraising activities that involve food sales are pennitted as a fundraiser on
campus. However, we have a contractual agreement with a caterer who is
located on campus. In respect of this contract, those who would like to
sponsor a "Food Sale" on campus must check with the vendor located in the
Bayboro Cafe and ensure the fundraiser will not cause conflict. The food sale
sponsor would then note the vendor's approval on the Fundraising Application
fom1 and submit that to the Student Activities Office for approval.
4. All funds raised must be reported to the Office of Student Activities upon
request. (Note: Where an organization uses A&S Fees to finance the
fundraising, all proceeds from the sale must be deposited in the proper A&S
Account. These funds will be available to the student organization to
supplement their approved budget.)
5. An organization's privilege of engaging in fund-raising activities is subject to
immediate cancellation ifthe methods used are disorderly, improper, or if they
annoy or othe1wise interfere with any individual rights to privacy and freedom
from harassment.

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA

FUNDRAISING APPLICATION
Date:
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Organization:
Contact Person: - - - -- - - - - - -- - Phone:
Date(s) of Fundraising Activity:

Location of Fundraising Activity:

Please give a brief statement on the type of fundraising you are pr oposing.

Will your organization use A&S Funds for your fund r aising activity?

CJ Yes

0 No
If so, what is the amount requested?
The organization agrees to report to the Office ofStuden t Activities the amount of money raiser/for this
fimdraising activity. IfA&S Funds are used, the 01ganization agrees to deposit all moneys raised into the
A&S Account.

Organi zation's Representative
Signature

0 Approved
0 Not Approved
Reason(s):

Office of Student Activities

University ofSouth Florida St. Petersburg Policies 011 the
REGISTRATION AND COND UCT OF STUDENT ORGANIZA TIONS
COMPLIANCE
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A.

Any organization or its members failing to comply with the requirements listed
above or which violate the policies of the University is subject to review at any
time. Upon becoming aware of a possible violation, the Director of Student Life
will review the matter.

B.

Once the Director of Student Life reviews the possible violation, a decision will
be issued in writing to the organization involved and to the Associate Vice
President of Student Affairs. Any appeals of this decision may be made to the
Associate Vice President of Student Affairs.

C.

If any organization fails to follow the procedures of an official organization as
outlined, it may be deactivated and will lose the privileges granted to a registered
organization.
A deactivated organization must petition in writing to the
Office of Student Activities to
re-establish their status. Review of an
organization as outlined above or deactivation of an organization does not
preclude handling of an incident in accordance with the processes of the student
conduct code.

ADVISORS
A.

All student organizations are required to have a full-time or adjunct USF faculty
member or full-time USF staff member as advisors. The function of advisors is to
assist and support their club or organization and provide guidance in planning
activities and programs. In addition, advisors are encouraged to serve as a
resource in leadership development, university policies and Student Government
financial procedures.

B.

Advisors are the University's representatives to the organizations and may report
or relay University rules and procedures to the organization as needed. The Office
of Student Activities may condition approval of certain organization events (e.g.
those which, in the view of the University police, pose a security risk) on the
attendance of the organization's advisor.
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OUTSIDE BANI(
ACCOUNTS
Student Organizations are permitted to open and maintain a private bank account.
However, according to University policy (USF Policy 0-2 15) - " The USF Foundation
does not pe1mit the use of the USF name or symbols in commercial or other advertising
or promotional materials where such use implies University endorsement of the
advertiser or product or service unless approved by the Vice President for University
Advancement."
Student organizations with private bank accounts are not permitted to have on their bank
statements any reference to USF, its symbols, or USF address. It is strongly
reconunended that bank accounts statements be mailed to the student organization
advisor's home address. Bank account statements are not permitted to be mailed to the
campus.

Federal Tax
Identification Numbers

As an organization within a non-profit organization, clubs do qualify for non-profit
status. However, due to the policy regarding endorsement (USF Policy 0-2 15),
organizations must submit for their own federal tax identification numbers and are not
perm itted to use the University's number.
It is recommended that any organizations that intend to do fundraising obtain a
federal tax identification number. There are tax implications for funds raised by
student organizations. Any funds raised are attributed to the tax identification
number on the account to which they are deposited . If an organization's account is
based upon a social security number rather than a organization tax identification
number; then, the tax obligation falls to that social security number and become
that person's responsibility.

Visit www.irs.gov for more information. Submit completed Employer ID Number Form
(SS-4) to fax number (63 1) 447-8960. To check on the status of your from call (800)
829- 1040.
Organizations may file for tax exempt status with the Internal Revenue Service by.
applying for Recognition of Exemption under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code. After obtaining 501 (c)(3) Status, the organization may contact the Florida
Department ofRevenue to obtain a Consumer Certificate of Exemption.
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03}
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Catering
The five contract caterers on our campus are Orange Blossom Catering,
Personal Touch Catering, the Tavern at Bayboro, Texas Cattle Company and
Too Jay's Restaurant. The USF St. Petersburg contract requires for all
sponsoring groups to choose from among the five caterers mentioned. This
includes any USF sponsored event or event held using USF St. Petersburg
facilities . However, so as to not limit our catering choice to a single vendor,
there are several exceptions to this requirement. These exceptions are listed
as follows:
a. Student groups and other campus groups will be permitted to hold

potluck events within meeting facilities.
b. When the food service cost is less than $200, parties will be
permitted to utilize other food sources but will be encouraged to
utilize a listed caterer.
c. If the projected budget for an event is insufficient to meet
minimum catering quotes, the USF event coordinator may submit
the quotes from all three caterers, the food budget for the event,
and the projected attendance for the event to the Director of
Student Services for review. Provided that the budget is
insufficient, the Director of Student Services will release the event
coordinator from obligations under the contract.
d. The campus reserves the right to host fundraising or conununity
relations events that include food festivals, i.e. multiple events
providing direct sales to event attendees. Caterers awarded
exclusive rights under this contract would be invited to participate.

Please refer to the purchasing
guidelines outlined in this
manual when utilizing a caterer
for an event or meeting.
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party vending," B.Y.O.B.," sales, and where other distribution methods are utilized.

II. LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
The use of alcoholic beverages by members of the University of South Florida conununity is at
all times subject to the alcohol beverage laws of the State of Florida and the City of St.
Petersburg. Such laws include:
A. Regulation of Sales
Statute 561.422- Non-profit civic organizations, temporary permits

Upon filing an application with the Division of Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco and payment of
$25 per day, a permit may be issued authorizing a bona fide non- profit civic organization to sell
alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises only, for a period not to exceed tru·ee (3)
days, subject to any state law or municipal or county ordinances regulating the time for selling
such beverages. Sale of alcoholic beverages includes any admission charge, sales of cups, sale of
tickets, donations, etc.
Convicted violators of this statue shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree.
B. Drinking Age Laws
Statue 562.11 (1 a & 2)- Selling, giving or serving alcoholic beverages to persons under
age 21;
Misrepresenting or misstating age or age of another to induce licensee to serve alcoholic
beverages to persons under 21.
It is unlawful for any person to sell, serve or permit to be served alcoholic beverages to a person
under twenty-one (21) years of age- or to permit a person under21 years of age to consume said
beverages on licensed premises. Anyone convicted of violation of the provision hereof is guilty of
a misdemeanor of the second- degree punishable ins. 775 .082 ors: 775.083 .
It is unlawful for any person to misrepresent or misstate his or her age or the age of any other
person for the purpose of inducing any licensee or his agents or employees to sell, give, serve, or
deliver any alcoholic beverage to a person under 21 years of age.

Statue 562.111 -Possession of alcoholic beverages by persons under age 2 I prohibited.
It is unlawful for any person under the age of21 years .. . to have in his or her possession alcoholic
beverages. Convicted violators of this statute are guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,
punishable as provided ins. 775.082 or s. 775 .083 .

Statue 322.141 Section 8 - This act shall take effect July 1, 1985, except that:
... insofar as they raise the legal age of persons who may be Iicensed under the Beverage Law
or who may consume or possess alcoholic beverages, shall not apply to persons born on or
before June 30, 1966.
C. Open containers outside designated areas.
Ordinance No. 418- G Section 3-15- Consumption of alcohol in public places.
(a) Prohibited activities ... it shall be unlawful for any person to consume, and for any person, to
cany in any cup, open can or other open or unsealed container any alcoholic beverage in any
public right-of-way, including streets, sidewalks and alleys.

III.

GUIDELINES
A. Consumption of alcohol on the USF St. Petersburg campus is limited to approved events and
areas clearly designated for sale and consumption of alcohol. Any individual failing to
comply may be found to be in violation ofUniversity policy, city ordinance, and applicable
state laws and may be subject to prosecution.

B. The restriction of this policy applies to faculty, staff, students, University- related groups, and
organizations (e.g., AlunU1i Association), and non- University groups who are permitted
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temporary use of facilities. When any of the aforementioned groups wish to serve alcoholic
beverages at an event, the group first must receive approval from the Campus Dean of
Director responsible for the organization as well as the individual responsible for he intended
location of the event.
C. Those wanting to sponsor an event where alcohol will be served must complete and comply
with all aspects of the process outlined in the Event Registration Packet including contact
with the facility manager, campus police, parking services, etc. The Event Registntion
Packet must be completed and submitted to the Director of Student Affairs or designee for
approval. Upon receiving approval from the Director, the event can proceed as planned.
Approval for an event will be granted on the terms and conditions set forth in the following
guidelines:
l. The sponsoring individual or group is responsible for ensuring that the event complies with the
USF Alcohol Beverages Policy.
2 . (a) Except for events that are open to the public, al1 pat1icipants at a University or grouprelated
event, students, faculty and staff must present a valid USF identification card to gain
entrance to
the event.
(b) Except for events that are open to the public, non-University guests who wish to attend an
event sponsored by a University group or person must be accompanied by a USF
representative (student, faculty or staff member) with a valid USF identification card,
whether or not alcoholic beverages are being served. Non-University guest must show a
valid driver's license or other form of pictured identification, as listed in 3.b.
(c) Each individual is liable for all ofhisfher actions at all time, regardless ofhisfher mental
of physical state, even if altered by alcoholic beverages. Additionally, each organized
group is responsible for the behavior of its members and guests whenever sponsoring an
event.
3.

(a) The serving of alcoholic beverages must adhere to Alcoholic Beverages laws.
(b) Pat1icipants wishing to consume alcoholic beverages at the event must present proper
identification. The following are the only acceptable forms of identification, according to
Florida law:
Florida Driver's License
State of Florida Personal Identification card
Passport
Active Militaty Identification card (green)
Out of State Driver's License

4. No state funds nor state accounts may be used to purchase alcoholic beverages.

5. Individuals and University groups who sponsor events where alcoholic beverages are served
are prohibited from charging for the alcohol, whether directly or indirectly, unless they have
purchased a temporaty alcoholic beverage license from the Florida Division of Alcoholic
Beverages and Tobacco (1313 N. Tampa Street, Suite 909, Tampa, Florida, 33602, 813-2722610).
6. For all events where alcohol is served, the Director of Student Affairs will detetmine the
length of the event and the amount of alcohol to be served based upon the nature of the event
and the number and age of the anticipated individuals attending. (Please refer to the Alcoholic
Beverage Planning Chart in this policy.)
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7. Non-alcoholic beverages, excluding water and food items must be available at the same place
as the alcoholic beverages and readily accessible as long as the alcoholic beverages are
avai lable. These non-alcoholic beverages must be featured as prominently as the alcoholic
beverages and must be available for no more than the price of the alcoholic beverages.
Adequate proportions of non-alcoholic beverages and food will be considered as criteria for
the event approval.
8. The only alcoholic beverages that may be possessed or consumed at campus events are those
alcoholic beverages served at the event, and the served alcoholic beverages must be
consumed within the facility designated for the event.
9.

.'

The University Police Department will be responsible for making a determination of adequate
security needs at events where alcohol is served based on location, entertainment present and
other factors relevant to providing adequate security. The sponsoring group(s) will be
responsible for offsetting security- related costs.

10. The sponsoring group's advertising efforts must not detract from the fundamental principle
that alcohol will be served as and amenity to the event. Advertisements for any university
events where alcohol beverages are served shall mention the availability of nonalcoholic
beverages as prominently as alcohol. Alcohol should not be used as an inducement to
participate in a campus event. Promotional materials including advertising for any university
event shall not make reference to the amount of alcoholic beverages (such as the number of
beer kegs) available. Such advertising is subject to review and approval by the Director of
Student Affairs or designee.
11. Individuals sponsoring the event should implement precautionaty measures to ensure that
alcoholic beverages are not accessible or served to persons under legal drinking age or to
persons who appear intoxicated.
12. At social functions where alcoholic beverages are provided by the sponsoring organizations,
direct access should be limited to a person designated as the server(s). Designated severs
must be at least 21 years of age and refrain from consuming alcoholic beverages during the
event.
13. Event sponsors are responsible for providing for the age verification of attendees.
Identification verification may be conducted by the server upon service or by a designee upon
admission where a non-reusable wristband or some other appropriate non-transferable proof
of age is provided. Persons designated to verify identification must refrain from consuming
alcoholic beverages during the event.
14. Contact information for alternative transportation (safe ride) line must be displayed
prominently at all social events.
15. No event shall include any form of alcohol abuse (such as drinking contests or games or use
of"beer bongs" or funnels) in its activities or promotions.
1G. The serving of alcohol should be halted approximately one-half hour before the end of the
event depending upon the length and nature of the event.
17. Appropriate measures for adequate clean-up of the facility and sul1'ounding areas will be
required of the group sponsoring the event. Failure to comply with clean-up requirements
will result in fines for the organization to cover the expenses of clean-up and/or damages .
18. Alcoholic beverages may not be consumed or served at University lntTamural sp01ts contests
or at University Intercollegiate Athletic contests.
19. Exceptions to this policy can be made at the discretion of the Director of Student Affairs. No
appeal will be considered until the Director of USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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Student Affairs has received a written request for the appeal.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PLANNING CHART
People Drinking
Alcohol

Time

Beer
(cans)

Beer
(kegs)'

Wine

20

4 Hours

3.5 Cases

.5 Keg

13 qts.

40

4 Hours

7.0 Cases

1.0 Keg

25 qts.

60

4 Hours

10 Cases

1.5 Kegs

28 qts.

80

4 Hours

41 Cases

2.0 Kegs

50 qts

100

4 Hours

18 Cases

2.5 Kegs

63 qts.

120

4 Hours

21 Cases

3.0 Kegs

75 qts.

140

4 Hours

24 Cases

3.5 Kegs

87 qts.

160

4 Hours

28 Cases

3.5 Kegs

99 qts.

180

4 Hours

32 Cases

3.5 Kegs

Ill qts.

200

4 Hours

36 Cases

4.0 Kegs

123 qts.

250

4 Hours

42 Cases

4.5 Kegs

135 qts.

III. AREAS
Alcoholic beverages may be consumed in conjunction within an approved event in any St.
Petersburg Campus area provided the Campus Dean or Director responsible for that area grants
prior approval. In case of questions of jurisdiction, please consult with the Director of Student
Affairs.
IV. PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS
Those individuals or groups found to be in violation of this policy will be subject to censure, decertification, or deactivation or disciplinary procedures as recommended by the Director of
Student Affairs. Such recommendations of sanctions are subject to review under the Student
Disciplinary Rule-6C4.60021 or other appropriate Board of Regent's rules or contract or
provisions.

Student Government Information & Policies

~

f

Attendance Sheets must be completed for each meeting and activity held by an
organization. Copies ofthe sheets are to be submitted to the Student Government Office
and the Student Activities Office Assistant (when A&S funds are used).

Clubs and Organizations Council (COC) Meetings are chaired by the Vice
President of Student Government. They are designed to allow club representatives to
come together to discuss issues of concern, learn what other clubs are sponsoring or
planning, and provide a forum for discussion. USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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Attendance at this meeting is very important. Thus, an organization's attendance of these
meetings is a component considering during the budget allocations process. Meetings are
held once a month throughout the semester. Check with Student Government for
day/time of meetings.

Contracts must be approved and signed by the appropriate USF staff member in order
to be valid. A discussion with a Student Activities staff member is recommended to
discuss any issues or concerns regarding the performer or se1vice. A Facilities
Reservations Request Form should have been completed prior to negotiating a date with
the contractor.
Au Expenditures Request Form (ERF) authorizes a purchase as requisitioned.
After approval, it is processed by the Student Activities Office Assistant. A Letter of
Authorization and/or Purchase Order is given for purchases made with an approved
outside vendor. Please refer to the Student Government "Allocations Manual" for other
pe11inent information regarding Student Govermnent financialmles and procedures.

Mailings- All club/business related bulk mail to be charged to the club/organization
must be sent to the campus Mail Room. Bulk mailings are required to have an ERF
submitted to the Student Activities Office Assistant with the approximately of pieces and
the cost. An authorization letter is given to the organization to take to the Mail Room
who will then process the request.

The Student Government Allocations Manual provides a great deal of
important information about the budget allocation process for Student Government and
other pertinent information regarding Student Government financial rules and procedures.
All organizations submitting for and utilizing A&S Funds allocated from Student
Government are responsible for the information included in this manual.

USF St. Petersburg

Student Government

Allocations Manual
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USF

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA
ST. PETERSBURG

CAMPUS POSTING POLICY
The campus policy for posting of notices armouncing meetings, events and activities of
the campus community is designed to provide for consistent, convenient, visible and
uncluttered appearance throughout campus.
For USF events and organizations, notices are permitted to be placed at the following
· locations:

+
+
+
+
+

Bulletin boards in the staitways of major buildings.
Other designated bulletin boards within major buildings.
The kiosk in Bayboro Hall lobby.
Davis Hall first floor lobby bulletin boards.
Davis Hall and Coquina Hall storefi:ont windows except for doors.
+ Exterior/interior portable bulletin boards on building sidewalks and in Davis Lobby
and the Bayboro Cafe in Coquina Hall.
+ On tables in Davis lobby and Coquina Hall dining center when done as table tents.
+ Sidewalk chalk notices at designated building entry points (where rain can wash
away).
+ On building exterior walls if hung by rope, etc. for selected events/occasions (not
pem1itted for SG elections).
For non-USF organizations and events, notices are permitted to be placed on bulletin
boards designated for "Open Posting" in the following locations:

+ The staitwell ofBayboro Hall nearest 7 111 Avenue.
+ The first floor lobby ofDavis Hall.

.

.

+ The staitwells (2) of Davis Hall nearest i 11 Avenue.
+ The staitwell of Coquina Hall nearest the Campus Bookstore.
+ The second floor of Coquina Hall and Davis Hall.
The Office of Student Affairs shall be responsible for administering this policy in such a
matmer as to ensure fair and equitable access for the various campus organizations,
events and activities and shall provide for a policy of pre-approval for all posted material.
This policy is not meant to provide for jurisdiction over academic and other campus
depatimental bulletin boards, which shall remain in the purview of the respective units.

Club & Organization Web Pages
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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All officially registered organizations of the USF St. Petersburg campus are
permitted to design web pages that may be connected to the Student Life
portion of the campus's home page.
To be connected to the USF St. Petersburg home page, the following criteria
must be met.
);>

Page design and maintenance are the responsibility of the organization.

);>

Information on web pages is expected to be updated and consistent with
University policy.

);>

Organization pages are to be linked to the home page via the Student Life
Club and Organization page.

);>

Organization pages must reside on a outside account and cannot be
placed on the campus server.

Policies governing club and organization web pages
);>

If an organization becomes inactive, the web page for that organization
will be discontinued.

)>

If the web page is not properly maintained or the link is not viable, the
page will be discontinued.

CAMPUS SOLICITATION POLICY
The fo llowing policy applies to the use of the University of South Florida St. Petersburg
campus by groups, organizations or individuals not associated with USF for the purpose
of:
•

I

•l

Disseminating information through the distribution of leaflets, handbills, newspapers,
books, and other materials containing expressions, information, opinions, and ideas.
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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•

The sale or promotion for sale of services or merchandise of any kind. A special
discount must be offered to USF students when purchasing goods or services.

•

Use ofUSF by outside groups for the purpose of disseminating information shall be
limited to the campus grounds. No buildings, other than the Davis Lobby, are to be
used at any time by such groups, organizations, or individuals for the aforementioned
purposes.

•

The sale of goods or services of any kind by a non-student, other than those expressly
authorized in the Campus Activities Center or Davis Lobby, is strictly prohibited.

•

An outside group, organization or individual seeking use of the USF campus must
provide five days prior notice of its intention, by completing a Facility Reservations
Request Form with the office of Campus Activities. The request must include the
following information:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Names of individuals requesting use of the campus
Date of use
Time of arrival and departure
Approximate number of individuals pat1icipating
Description of materials and ma1mer of distribution
Name, address, and telephone number of person making request

•

The outside group or individual may at no time impede the free flow of people and/or
traffic on campus. In addition, at no time should people be approached or harassed.
The university reserves the right to designate appropriate locations for use by outside
groups, and restrict the number of groups, organizations, or individuals engaging in
any ofthe aforementioned activities at any one time or location.

•

Petmission to use campus facilities may be denied if it has been determined t!U'ough
proper inquiry that the dissemination of information and opinions constitutes a clear
and present danger to the university 's orderly operation.

•

A representative of the organization, group, or individual shall pick up an authorized
Facility Reservations Request Form from the Campus Activities Center prior to the
distribution of any materials or information. The Facility Reservations Request Form
shall be carried on the person of one of the individuals at all times while on campus
and shall be made available for inspection by campus police or any member of the
administration upon demand.

Alcohol Beverage Policy
I. POLICY
This policy provides guidelines for the consumption of alcoholic beverages on campus by
individuals as well organized groups of faculty, staff, students and guests. The intent of this
policy is to encourage the use and the non-use of alcohol in a manner that promotes health, safety
and responsibility, while discouraging alcohol abuse. Thus, the serving and consumption of
alcoholic beverages at approved events and permissible individual activities is to be amenity to
well planned and structured programs; it is not to be the indispensable and essential program
element.
This Policy includes all functions where alcoholic beverages are consumed. This includes third
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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Student Government Office

CAC

Staff Assistant
Executive Board

553-1144
553-1147

purchasin~
How To Obtain a Purchase Order and
Purchase Items Using Funds From A Student Government
Budget
Step 1: Refer to the Accepts Purchase Orders List for someone who provides the items
needed.

The new FAST system implemented by USF iu July 2003 requires a Purchase
Orderfor each e.x:penditure. Om· previous pmctice of Blanket Purchase Orders,
Authorizatiou Letters, aud 2 day tui'IUII'Olllld can uo longer be accommodated.
If the vendor desired is not on the Purchase Order List, the organization must
confirm the vendor accepts purchase orders.
Quotes are required for any purchases over $ 100 and/or involving printing or
imptinting. Organizations wi ll need to contact at least 3 vendors providing the
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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items needed. From these 3 vendors, acquire the appropriate price quote
information to complete the Student Activities Quote Form that must
accompany all such Expenditure Requests.
Step 2: Complete an Expenditure Requisition Form (ERF) itemizing all the items to be
purchased, listing the prices for all items, and indicating the name and all appropriate
information for the vendor you intend to use (attach the completed Student Activities
Quote Form if applicable). Two authorized signatures (treasurer am/ tile 2"d signe1) are
required on tile ERF.
ERFs can be obtained at the CAC Information Desk. A list of the vendors who
accept purchase orders can be obtained from the Student Activities Office
Manager,
CAC 130B.
Step 3: Turn in the completed ERF to the Student Activities Office Manager, CAC 130B.
Step 4: An Authorization Letter with a Purchase Order Number and/or a Purchase
Order approving your purchase will be in your organization's mailbox within 10
working days. Please allow no less than a week for processing.
Step 5: Take the Authorization Letter and/or Purchase Order with you to the vendor and
purchase what you need. Be sure to sign the receipt and include the name of the
organization you represent.
Step 6: Turn in all receipts to the Student Activities Office Manager, CAC 130B within
three working days. Whenever possible, receipts should be itemized. Failure to return
receipts within tlu·ee working days may result in the loss of spending privileges.
Important: If an organization purchases items without an Authorization Letter
and/or Purchase Order the maximum reimbursement possible is $25.00.

How To Reimburse Using Funds From
A Student Government Budget
Step 1: Complete an Expenditure Requisition Form (ERF) with the name, address,
telephone number, and social security number of the person receiving the reimbursement.
A receipt documenting the purchase must be provided. Whenever possible, receipts
should be itemized. Two authorized signatures (treasurer am/ president or vicepresitlent) are required on the ERF.
ERFs can be obtained at the CAC Information Desk.
USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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Step 2: Turn in the completed ERF to the Student Activities Office Manager, CAC 130B.

•.

Step 3: A reimbursement check will be mailed directly to the person.

..•

1

..

Important: If an organization purchases items
without an Authorization Letter and/or Purchase
Order the maximum reimbursement possible is
$25.00.
Reimbursements are not intended as a
substitute for submitting expenditure requests
in sufficient time for a purchase order.

purchasing (cont.)
How Obtain a Purchase Order and Pay for Food and Drinks
for Events Using Funds From A Student Government Budget

Iffood and drink costs are less than $200.00, then the process is as follows:
Step 1: Refer to the Accepts Purchase Orders List for someone who provides the items
needed.

The new FAST system implemented by USF in July 2003 requires a Purchase
Order for each e.:'(penditure. Om· previous pmctice of Blanket Purchase Orders,
Authorization Letters, ami 2 day tunulromul can no longer be accommodated.
If the vendor desired is not on the Purchase Order List, the organization must
confinn the vendor accepts purchase orders.
Step 2: Complete an Expenditure Requisition Form (ERF) itemizing all the items to be
purchased, listing the prices for all items, and USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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indicating the name and all appropriate information for the vendor you intend to use
(attach the completed Student Activities Quote Form if applicable). Two authorized
signatures (treasurer and the 211d signe1~ are required 011 the ERF.
ERFs can be obtained at the CAC Jnfom1ation Desk. A list of the vendors who
accept purchase orders can be obtained from the Student Activities Office
Assistant,
CAC 130B.
Step 3: Turn in the completed ERF to the Student Activities Office Manager, CAC 130B.
Step 4: An Authorization Letter with a Purchase Order Number and/or a Purchase
Order approving your purchase will be in your organization's mailbox within 10
working days. Please allow no less than a week for processing.
Step 5: Take the Authorization Letter and/or Purchase Order with you to the vendor and
purchase what you need. Be sure to sign the receipt and include the name of the
organization you represent.
Step 6: Turn in all receipts to the Student Activities Office Manager, CAC 130B within

three working days. Whenever possible, receipts should be itemized. Failure to return
receipts within three working days may result in the loss of spending privileges.
Important: If an organization purchases items without an Authorization Letter
and/or Purchase Order the maximum reimbursement possible is $25.00.

I

Iffood and drink costs are expected to exceed $200.00 and the

I

event is ON CAMPUS the process is as follows:

.,.
I

.

Step 1: Select and/or obtain quote(s) from contracted caterer(s). The USF St. Petersburg
is under contract with the following caterers. They are the only ones permitted to cater
events on campus for which the expenditure on food exceeds $200.00.

o

Contact Information for these caterers is as follows:
Orange Blossom Catering
6129

220 4th Street North

phone (727) 822-

St. Petersburg, FL 33701

fax

8800 4th Street North

phone (727) 578-

St. Petersburg, FL 33702

fax

(727) 821-

2577
Personal Touch Catering
0537

(727) 578-

0762
or
Tavern at Bayboro
1418

Bayboro Cafe - Coquina Hall
121 ih A venue North

phone (727) 821-

St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Texas Cattle Company
3335

2600 34th Street North

phone (727) 527-

USF St. Petersburg Student Organization Manual (8/03)
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..

St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Too Jay's Restaurant
3354

141 2nd A venue North

phone (727) 823-

St. Petersburg, FL 33701

fax

(727) 823-

3352
Step 2: Select a caterer. If the quotes are too high for the budget provided, the Director of
Student Affairs may release a student organization from the obligations under the
contract. This release must be in writing and come from the Director of Student Affairs.
Three quotes must be submitted to the Director with your request.
Step 3: Complete an Expenditure Requisition Form (ERF) itemizing all the items to be
purchased, listing the prices for all items, and indicating the name and all appropriate
information for the vendor you intend to use (attach the completed Student Activities
Quote Form if applicable). Two authorized signatures (treasurer and the 2"d signe1~ are

required on the ERF. Step 4: Tum in the completed ERF to the Student Activities Office Manager, CAC l30B.
Step 5: An Authorization Letter with a Purchase Order Number and/or a Purchase
Order approving your purchase will be in your organization's mailbox within 10
working days. Please allow no less than a week for processing.
Step 6: Take the Authorization Letter and/or Purchase Order with you to the vendor and
purchase what you need. Be sure to sign the receipt and include the name of the
organization you represent.
Step 7: Turn in all receipts to the Student Activities Office Manager, CAC 130B within
three working days . Whenever possible, receipts should be itemized. Failure to return
receipts within tlu·ee working days may result in the loss of spending privileges.

Accepts Purchase Order List for 2003-2004

SampleERF

, I

Sample Authorization Letter

Sample Purchase Order

,.

~--- UNIVERSITY OF

SOUTH FLORIDA
ST. PETERSBURG

Student Activities
Quote Form

For items or services over $100.00 and/or NOT under State Contract
(minimum 3 quotes required)
Date: ----------------

Organization:

Club Representative:

Vendor Name,
Address, &
Phone

Phone:

Vendor
Federal ID
Number

Response
Item/Service
Description

Price Quote

(letter,
phone,
etc.)

Comments:

."
Are any oftlle above vendors University, employees, family, friends, or students?

D Yes

0

No

ill

HOW TO RESERVE A ROOM/SPACE ON CAMPUS
For: Academic Space (any rooms typically used as classrooms)
Bayboro Cafe
Campus Activities Center (CAC)
Coquina Pool
Davis Hall, Room #132
Davis Lobby
Harborside (outside lawn area between Davis Hall and the
harbor)

....'

Events co"sponsored with outside organizations and expecting a
large
general public audience
Tbe steps are as follows:
Step 1: Call or ask at the CAC Information Desk if the room or space desired is available
for that particular date and time.
Step 2: Complete the Facility Reservations Request Form. This form is available at
the CAC Information Desk. Important: the only way to reserve a room is to complete
a Facility Reservation Request Form.

I.

Step 3: Submit the completed form to the Coordinator of Student Activities, CAC 130A.
Step 4: An approved Facility Reservation Request Form will be returned in the Student
Organization's mailbox.

Please note: Rooms are reserved on a first come first
served basis and facilities are not guaranteed until an
approved form is received.

Ill

Basic Steps for
Planning
a Program or
Event
I'

(Please note: This is just a suggested time line.
However, 4 weeks is needed to process a contract
and payment for a speaker or artist.)

8-10 Weeks
• Brainstorm ideas with group members and campus for interest
• Contact agent/artist for information & promotional video cassette
• Check references for price, perfonnance, attendance, audience reaction, potential
concerns
6-8 Weeks
• Reserve facility and provide facility manager with all requirements (room set up,
tables, seating, audio/visual, etc.)
• Determine budget
• Gather pre-contract infom1ation with agent/artist
5-6 Weeks
• Meet with advisor, student activities, club members, and other appropriate persons to
discuss details of program
• Prepare publicity - flyers, newspaper ads, table tents, etc.

..•
I

4-5 Weeks
• Complete and submit all forms and financial authorizations
Contract Approval
Meet with Director of Student Life - organization advisor
s1gns
Requisitions
Complete and submit ERFs to Student Activities Office
Assistant
Refer to catering section of this manual
Food Quotes
Quotes must be attached with ERFs
If necessary for items or services needed
Bids
Security/Parking
Submit requests for special parking and security
arrangements
Discuss with facility manager and Campus Police
3-4 Weeks
• Begin teaser ads once authorization and forms are complete
*Teasers are intended to peak interest and not provide full information
· • - ·= - ·=·:~" +'"' .,,.,.<>naP, tir.ket sales and provide CAC

•
•
•
•

Letters/flyers in club mailboxes or out in campus mail
Mail out invitations
Solicit volunteers to help on day of event as well as with publicity
Distribute/post publicity

2-3 Weeks
• Crew's Nests Ads
• Almmmce in Student Government and COC meetings
2 Weeks

•

Conftrm room set-up and equipment details with facility manager

1-2 Weeks
• New flyers, re-post materials where needed; Gimmicks (Hint: Word of mouth is the
best!!)
• Assign volunteers to duties for event (set-up, hand stamp, tickets, hospitality, cleanup, etc.)
1 Week
• Confirm arrival/delivery times and re-check every detail of program

Day o(Program/Event
• Last minute publicity (i.e. , have someone hand out flyers in the cafe, Davis Lobby or
high traffic areas)
• Check facilities and equipment
• Stat1 on time and stick to schedule
After Program
• Submit any receipts and check on outstanding bills/invoices
• Take down all flyers/posters
• Returned any borrowed items
• Complete evaluation of event with members and advisor
• Send out thank-you notes

Note: Timetable guidelines are suggested for most events.
Advance planning will help increase the success of your event.
);> Large scale events utilizing printed posters and imprinted promotional items
should follow the high end of the timetable. Another week or two may still
need to be added for events such as heritage months, Family Fest, Campus
Showcase, etc.
);> Smaller scale events (daytime events such as local bands, coffeehouses,
novelty) can deduct a week from the low end of the timetable. Check with
your advisor or Student Activities for suggestions.

~I

CONTRACTING
HOW TO CONTRACT A SPEAKER, PERFORMER, and/or BAND
Once an organization has selected a speaker, performer, or band the following steps need
to be taken in order to insure timely payment for services rendered.
Step 1: Complete an Expenditure Request Form (ERF). Two authorized signatures
(treasurer ami president or vice-presideut) are required on the ERF.
ERFs can be obtained at the CAC Information Desk.
Step 2: Complete the Standard Performance Agreement Form (contract) and have the
performer sign and date.
Forms can be obtained in the CAC Clubroom.
Step 3: Complete the Consulting & Professional Services Worksheet and have the
performer sign and date.
Forms can be obtained in the CAC Clubroom.

Step 4: Obtain a signed invoice from the performer.
Step 5: Return all completed forms to the Student Activities Office Assistant, CAC
130B.
NOTE: IN ORDER TO PAY A PERFORMER THE DAY OFPERFORMANCE
ALL THE FORMS MUST BE TURNED IN AT LEAST THIRTY DAYS PRIOR
TO THE DATE OF THE PERFORMANCE.
Questions about any of the forms should be directed to your organization's advisor or the
Student Activities Office Assistant.

USF

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA
ST. PETERSBURG

140 11z Aveuue South

STANDARD PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT
The University of South Florida, acting for and on behalf of the Board ofTtustees,
a public corporation of the State ofFiorida ("University") and:
Name ofPerformer(s) Representative

Name ofPerformer(s)

Address

0

.
•

Telephone Number

Social Security Number or Federal Tax Identification

("Performer") enter into this Agreement for the Performance, fmther described below, by
Performer and payment for such performance by the University. In consideration of the
mutual promises and undertaking described herein, the parties have agreed as follows:

..,.
••'

1. Date, Location, and Time of Performance:
Date of Performance
Rain Date of Performance
Perfmmer will perform at (location and address):

Rain location

Performance will begin at

and continue until

Performer must arrive at venue at

and

2. Description of Performance:

must

vacate

venue

by

_ _ _ immediately following the performance or
_ __ within 10 working days after the performance.
The payment described above is the full and complete compensation to be paid by
University for the services by Performer under this Agreement. The University is not
responsible for making h·avel arrangements or paying any travel-related expenses for
Performer. (If the Agreement is modified to include reimbursement for travel expenses,
such reimbursement will provided only in compliance with section 287.058(1)(b) and
section 112.061 of the Florida Statutes.)
4. Inclement Weather: University has the right to cancel an outdoor perfmmance at
its sole discretion in the case of inclement weather. If no rain location is listed in item 1
of this Standard agreement, and the University notifies performer of cancellation due to
predicted weather, at least 24 hours before performance begin time listed in item 1 of this
Agreement, University will NOT be liable to pay performer.
T•

f.

.

If performance is canceled due to inclement weather anytime within the 24 hour period
proceeding perfmmance, Perfmmer has the option of either accepting a 50% payment for
the performance as full payment which would be paid by University check 10 days after
scheduled performance time, or negotiating with University representative to schedule
another performance date for full payment. If an altemate date can not be mutually
agreed to, performer will receive 50% of originally conh·acted payment amount as full
compensation.

..

Production Costs: The University will pay any copyright fees necessaty for a
5.
musical perfmmance. The University is NOT responsible for the payment of any other
license fees, royalties, union fees, insurance or any cost of production.

I

.

6. Technical Requirements: The University will comply with the following technical
requirements .

·'

7. Security: Performer will cooperate with University Police or security personnel
upon request. Performer will refrain from performing until the University's security goals
have been accomplished. Perfmmer will not inhibit the University in its efforts to assure
safety on the premises, and more specifically, Performer will not encourage, by speech
or conduct, any imminently dangerous activity (such as mashing, slam dancing, crowd
surfing, stage diving, etc.).
Performer's failure to abide by this provtston may be considered a breach of this
Agreement which may result in forfeiture of Performer's compensation, at the discretion
of University.
8.
Alcoholic Beverages:
beverages for the Performer.

The University may not purchase or provide alcoholic

9. Sound Control: Performer will allow the University to exercise full control over the
volume and levels of all sound amplification equipment used during the perf01mance,
including amplification equipment owned or operated by Performer.
Performer's failure to abide by this provision may be considered a breach of this

the media during the first five minutes of performance, and will allow video taping of
entire performance for security, archival, and public television station broadcasts. It is
agreed that videotaping may not occur for cmmnercial purposes without the written
consent of Performer.

11. Intranet Data Transmission: Performer will allow intranet (on-campus) data and
re-broadcast of perfom1ance on the computers of USF computer account holders. Access
to this recorded material will not be available off-campus and is not intended for
commercial purposes .

..

12. Public Records: Perfonner shall allow public access to all documents, papers,
letters or other material subject to the provisions of Chapter 19, Florida Statutes, and
made or received by Performer in conjunction with this Agreement. Performer's refusal
to allow such public access shall be grounds for cancellation of this Agreement by the
University.
13. Public Entity Crime: In accordance with section 287.133, Florida Statutes,
Performer hereby certifies that to the best of Performer's knowledge and belief, neither
Performer nor Performer's affiliates have been convicted of a public entity crime. Should
the Performer or Perfonner's affiliates violate section 287.133 of the Florida Statutes the
University will have grounds for cancellation of the Agreement.
14. Limitation of Performer's Liability: In the event Performer fails to perform for
reasons other than those within the control of the University, Performer will reimburse
the University for its actual expenses incurred, not to exceed $_ _ _ _.....;.
15. Indemnification: Performer will indemnify and hold free and harmless and defend
the State of Florida, the Board of Regents, the University, and the officers, employees
and agents of each from and against any and all actions, claims, liabilities, assertions of
liability, losses, costs and expenses which directly or indirectly may arise or be alleged to
have arisen the presence, activities or conduct of Performer or its officers, employees,
agents and contractors related to this Agreement.

16. Relationship of Parties: Nothing herein is intended or should be conshued as
creating or establishing the relationship of agency, parh1ers, or employment between the
parties or as constituting either party as an agent or representative of the other party.
17. Modifications to Agr eement: All amendments or modifications to this
Agreement must be:
a . written,
b. approved by all signatories, and
c. signed or initialed

,

.

18. Duration of Offer: The University reserves the right to void this Agreement if
Performer does not properly sign and return the Agreement to the University to the
University within
_ _ _ _ _days after this Agreement is sent to Performer.

19. Applicable Law: This Agreement is subject to the laws of the State of Florida
and all rules, regulations and statutes governing the University of South Florida.
20. Timely Payment Problems: A Vendor Ombudsman has been established within the
Department of Banking and Finance. The duties of this individual include acting as an
advocate for vendors who may be experiencing problems in obtaining timely payment
•
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21. Rider: An additional Contract or Conh·act Rider is
is not _ _attached hereto
and incorporated herein by reference. In the event of any conflict between the terms of
this Agreement and the terms of the Contract Rider, the terms of this Agreement shall
control.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the dates
indicated below.

Performer
By:

.•

University of South Florida
By:

•

.t '
Organization Advisor or
Nancy B. Coscia
Title:

..

Title:
Advisor

or
Director of Student Life
Date Signed:

Date Signed:

I'
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA ST. PETERSBURG
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS POLICY
The Crow 's Nest
Introduction
The purpose of this policy is to establish the governance and management policies for the student
publications program at the University of South Florida St. Petersburg. The student publications
program is currently comp1ised of The Crow 's Nest newspaper. The Crow 's Nest, as the official
university-sponsored newspaper ofthe University of South Florida St. Petersburg, is established
as a forum for student expression and as a voice for the free and open discussion of issues.
Content is expected to reflect all areas of student interest, including topics about which there may
be dissent or controversy. This policy establishes the operational guidelines for tllis student
publication. In establishing these policies, the University recognizes the students' right to free
speech and subscribes to the publication's right to editorial freedom.

Statement of Policy
Management
The management of the student publications program at the University of South Florida St.
Petersburg is within the jurisdiction of the Division of Student Affairs and shall be invested in
the Student Publications Board, the graduate assistant/advisor, and the student editor(s).
Student Publications Board
The Student Publications Board shall be responsible for the following:

1.

review and approval of publications policies and procedures.

2.

selection and appointment, reprimand and/or removal of the student Editor-inChief.

3.

recommending the appointment of the advisor/graduate assistant to the Associate
Vice President of Student Affairs.

4.

functions as the appeals and hearing board for complaints/grievances.

5.

recommending for approval to the appropriate funding body new student
publications as watTanted.

6.

establish stipend amounts for the Editor-in- Chief, editorial staff, and advertising
managers as required. The board shall also have the right to withhold stipends
where it deems job responsibilities for a position were not met.

7.

approve job descriptions for Editor-in-Chief and editorial staff.

In carrying out these responsibilities, it is expected that the board will meet no less than three
times each year.

Membership
Membership in the Student Publications Board shall consist of the following:
1.

two members of the faculty appointed by the Dean in Consultation with the
Journalism Sh1dies faculty. At the minimum, one faculty member shall be from
the Journalism Studies department. These members shall be appointed for a twoyear, renewable term.

2.

two members of the administration appointed by the Dean in consultation with
the Associate Vice President of Student Affairs. At the minimum, one
administrative member shall be from the Student Life Department. These
members shall be appointed for a two-year, renewable term.

3.

the graduate assistant/advisor to the student publications

4.

two students appointed by the Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs, the
faculty and progmm directors, and one by recommendation of the president of
Student Govemment. At the minimum, one student shall have undergraduate
status and one sh1dent must be majoring in journalism-mass communication.

5.

the Editor-in-Chief, as a non-voting member

6.

a professional journalist upon reconm1endation of the journalism faculty.

Editor-in-Chief
The Editor-in-Chiefto a student publication shall be the principal director/manager of that
publication.
The Editor-in-Chief shall be responsible for:
1.

appointing and supervising editors and staff members ofthe newspaper concerned
with news, editing, photography, production and adve1tising. The Editor-in-Chief
has overall responsibility for staff direction and performance including dismissal
of P.rlit()J'C::
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2.

organizing the staff and structure of the publication with consultation of the
advisor.

3.

determining basic news and operating policies and assuming responsibility for
news, editorial, and advertising content of the publication. The Editor-in-Chief is
responsible for following the Code of Ethics of the Society ofProfessional
Journalists and all appropriate policies and procedures of the University of South
Florida St. Petersburg.

4.

developing, in consultation with the advisor, the annual operating budget of the
publication for submission to the appropriate funding source.

5.

acting as the official representative of the student publication. As such, the
Editor-in-Chief will assume responsibility for initially trying to resolve any
complaints or grievances against the publication.

Candidates for Editor-in-Chief for the student publication are interviewed by the Student
Publications Board. The Student Publications Board recommends the final candidate to the
Associate Vice President of Student Affairs who in tum recommends the appointment to the
Campus Executive Officer. The selection process shall begin during the spring term and
appointment for the next academic year made prior to the end of the spring semester.
Candidates for Editor-in-Chief must be currently emolled students of the University of South
Florida whose home campus is St. Petersburg with a minimum grade point average of2.5
(undergraduates) or 3.0 (graduate students). Candidates must be able to serve as Editor-in-Chief
for the full academic year of their appointment.
Upon selection as Editor-in-Chief, the Editor-in-Chief must maintain the required GPA and must
be continually enrolled with a minimum of nine credit hours (undergraduate) or six hours
(graduate) throughout their tenn of office. The term of appointment shall be from the start of the
summer session classes tlu·ough the end of the following spring semester.
The Student Publications Board shall have the power to remove or reprimand the Editor-in-Chief
for just cause including, but not limited to the following:
1.

violations ofUSF/BOR of Student Publications rules and policies.

2.

breaches of journalistic responsibilities and ethics.

3.

incompetence or failure to perform assigned duties.

4.

misuse of funds and/or university equipment and services.

Upon a vacancy in the Editor-in-Chief position, the Student Publications Board, upon
recommendation of the advisor, shall recommend a new interim Editor-in-Chief.

Advisor
The :Advisor shall be responsible for offering guidance and advice to the Editor-in-Chief and
publication staff on matters of operation, journalism, ethics, and university procedures. The
advisor shall not have authority over publication content. The advisor will also function as the
communications link between the paper and the student affairs administration. The advisor is
recommended jointly by the Division of Student Affairs and the Journalism Studies Program for
appointment by the Campus Executive Officer. Upon appointment, the advisor shall report to
the Director of Student Life and be responsible as a staff member of the Student Life Depmiment
of the Division of Student Affairs.

